
**Folder:**

1. Several historical reports of the Naval Air Technical Training Center in Norman, Oklahoma (1942-1952).

2. U.S. Government and U.S. Navy Department publications (1946-1976), including: "Civilian Personnel of Naval Shore Establishments" (1946); "Building the Navy's Bases in World War II: History of the Bureau of Yards and Docks and the Civil Engineers Corps 1940-1946" (1947), with Norman, Oklahoma circled in the index (only that page of the index is included in the collection); memo re: command histories of the U.S. Naval Air Technical Training Center, Norman, Oklahoma (1959); "Sources of Naval Photographs in the Washington (DC) Area" (no date); list of facilities and bases comprising the Eighth Naval District; "Guide to United States Naval Administrative Histories of World War II" (1976) (has only information pertaining to the Eight Naval District); "Information for Visitors to the Operational Archives" (1976).

3. Research notes and correspondence re: history of naval installations in Norman, Oklahoma.

4. One edition of *The Norman Log* (Volume 4 #4, March 2, 1945). *The Norman Log* was published by personnel stationed at the U.S. Naval Air Station, Norman, Oklahoma.

5. A newspaper article by Eunice Goddard, "'Train Talk' Starts Prairie Navy". This article appeared in the September 24, 1978 edition of *The Norman Transcript*. 